


New Classes Begin Soon!
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Finish your MBA in as little as two years with the

convenience of online delivery. Same curriculum as

our on campus MBA.

Designed for Working Adults

Top Accreditation2

We are acredited by the premiere association for

business schools that focuses on teaching

excellence (ACBSP).

Relevant Training3

Practical courses provide real world experience that

you can apply to your job right away

Name *

Email *

Phone *

Speak with Admissions AdvisorSpeak with Admissions Advisor

Speak with an Admissions Advisor

Now!
Get a free consultation to see if our Online MBA

program is a good fit for your goals.

“The Master’s program at NU really sharpened my business skills.

I use what I learned there every day.”

Eddie Carter
NU Graduate
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Ethics and Integrity4

We are a Christian institution so your learning will

be grounded in an ethically responsible worldview

Top 4 Reasons Why People
Choose Our MBA Program

Why wait? Take your career to the next level.

Northwest University Online MBA

http://onlinemba.northwestu.edu/
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Master of Business Administration

MA in Teaching English to Speakers

of Other Languages

Your Degree, Your WayYour Degree, Your Way

Our online programs incorporate the best online instruction practices to provide you with a high quality

learning experience. A degree from NU will fully prepare you for professional career development so

that you can lead with excellence and integrity.

Because NU is a Christian institution, your learning opportunities will be centered in the context of a

distinctive, ethically responsible worldview.

Practical courses provide you with real-world insight and skills that you can apply right away.

You will not be on your own as you pursue your degree. You'll be assigned an advisor to assist you.

Faculty members all have professional experience in addition to their academic qualifications and are

available to advise and guide students. Our small size ensures that you are an integral part of a

learning community, not just a number. We care about you.

The convenient online format allows you to balance work and home responsibilities. Northwest

University has expanded our online degree offerings:

Master in Ministry

Bachelor of Science in

Criminal Justice

Northwest University

http://online.northwestu.edu/




